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Packaging

55 gallon, #904077
5 gallon, #904075
1 gallon, # 904073

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STAINLESS
Appearance ............................... Milky, white emulsion
pH............................................. 7.3 - 8.3
Flashpoint ................................. None
Non-Volatile (solids content) ..... 16.5 - 17.5
Removability ............................. Mop-On Stripper
Coverage .................................. 1000 - 2500 sq. ft./gallon
Slip Resistance ........................... Exceeds 0.5 minimum average static

coefficient of friction (James Machine)
Drying Time .............................. 45 - 60 minutes
Minimum Application Temp ...... 50°F
Storage Temperature ................. 40°F minimum, 100°F maximum
Freeze - Thaw Stability .............. Passes 3 cycles

A revolutionary seal that provides unique
3-way protection to floors and
significantly reduces labor costs
associated with strip-finish cycles.

STAINLESS

Versatile Usage
StainLess is 100% acrylic and makes a great base
for any Multi-Clean finish. It goes down smooth and
easy, and fills porous flooring with maximum
efficiency. Use everywhere a quality seal is required.

3-Way Protection
StainLess provides greater protection to floors than
conventional seals.
1. StainLess resists stains that easily penetrate and

discolor floors, often permanently.
2. StainLess is not removed during stripping,

providing a protective barrier between the floor
and aggressive stripping pads.

3. StainLess protects flooring from strong stripping
chemicals.

Strip-Finish Labor Cost Savings
Because StainLess remains intact during stripping,
resealing floors after every strip cycle is not
necessary; application of finish can begin
immediately after rinsing. This means fewer coats
are needed for a great appearance, saving labor and
material. Faster gloss build is achieved
with StainLess making the final results always
look better.

Stripping of  floors  also  becomes an easier task
because  only  finish  topcoats are  stripped,  the
floor retains its protective  seal.

Common
Staining Agents on

Resilient floors

Asphalt/Coal Tar

Rust

Rubber-backed
Matting

Dyes

Mustard

Catsup

Coffee

Chocolate

Grape Juice

Betadine

Quaternary
Disinfectants
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Betadine penetrates conventional seals,
leaving an embedded stain (arrow) that
is nearly impossible to remove.

WARNING & DISCLAIMER: Results may vary. Multi-Clean chemicals are to be used only by
appropriately trained personnel. IMPROPER USE POSES RISK OF PHYSICAL INJURY OR PROPERTY
DAMAGE. See appropriate Multi-Clean Method Bulletin for further warnings and information
for your application. The suitability of and proper application of this product is the responsibility
of the applier. The manufacturer disclaims all warranties, express and implied, including any
warranties of MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS OF PURPOSE. The manufacturer’s liability is
limited to replacement of or reimbursement for any product proved defective. No person has
authority to waive these disclaimers or make any representations or warranties on behalf of the
manufacturer, except in writing signed by the manufacturer.






